
Sister of Societ� Men�
254 Chapel Street Prahran VIC 3181, Glen Eira, Australia

+61399728208 - http://www.sisterofsociety.com.au/

The place from Glen Eira offers 22 different meals and drinks on the card at an average price of A$14. What
User likes about Sister of Society:

Dropped in last night before catching a show service was fast and friendly and exactly what we wanted. Food
was fresh, delicious and hit the spot. Beers cold what more can I say. Going back for sure!! read more. You can
use the WiFi of the establishment free of charge, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and eat.

What Katharina Wenzel doesn't like about Sister of Society:
Went here with a group of colleagues. We booked, due to the number in our party (14). Arrived and got

organised. Asked if it was possible to be brought items from the menu up to the value of $40 per person. This
was too hard for them to organise and we were advised that what ever we ordered would be fine as the kitchen

could 'pump out the meals pretty quickly'. A bulk order was made and we received several dishes bef... read
more. Sister of Society from Glen Eira is the perfect place if you want to try tasty American dishes like burgers or

barbecue, The dishes are usually prepared for you in a short time and fresh. The Asian fusion cuisine is
likewise an important part of Sister of Society. Anyone who finds the everyday and generally known dishes too
ordinary should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients
enjoy, The visitors also rave about the scrumptious, airy flatbread that can be dipped into the own hummus or a

yoghurt dip; the intense combination of figs with goat cheese is also one of the specialties from the diverse
cuisine of the Middle East.
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Chicke�
BUFFALO CHICKEN A$15

Mai�
PULLED PORK

Slider�
PULLED PORK SLIDERS A$9

Sweet� & Dessert�
BELGIAN WAFFLE A$13

Drink�
DRINKS

Eh�! Dolc�z�
BIRRAMISU A$12

�ir� Bas�
SIGNATURE ICE CREAM
SANDWICH A$13

Singl� Bite�
BETEL LEAF A$11

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

Salad�
TACOS

GRILLED HALLOUMI A$10

P�z�
FUSION

MOROCCAN SPICED LAMB A$16

�rs� Bas�
PORK SAN CHOI BAU A$12

STICKY BRAISED BEEF TACO

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

EEL

PORK MEAT

TRAVEL

Secon� Bas�
SHREDDED CHICKEN CRISP
WOMBOK SALAD (GOI GA) A$14

CHILLI SALT CRACKED PEPPER
SQUID A$15

ZESTY MARINATED BBQ PRAWNS A$17

WHOLE FRIED BABY SNAPPER A$25

KARAAGE SAKE CHICKEN WINGS A$13
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 17:00-23:00
Tuesday 17:00-23:00
Wednesday 17:00-23:00
Thursday 17:00-23:00
Friday 17:00-1:00
Saturday 17:00-1:00
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